
MARIANO BEJARANO TANGO DJ 
 
Originally from Argentina Mariano has DJ’d for over a decade and regularly 
plays 8-10 hours a week of tango music for milongas and practicas. He is 
constantly researching and digging around in the archives of tango music for 
new inspiration. As a DJ, Mariano’s main concern is always to keep people 
dancing. As a dancer himself, for Mariano, DJ’ing is a dynamic relationship 
with the dancers and unique every time - requiring the DJ to be perceptive of 
mood, skill level, and flexible with the music. For this reason, Mariano 
never prepares a list of tandas. Every tanda and cortina is a response to the 
energy of the dancers. 
In addition to DJ’ing his milongas in Miami, Mariano has been invited to DJ 
in Buenos Aires, Rosario, and throughout the United States (San Diego, Los 
Angeles, Tampa, Gulfport, St. Petersburg, Orlando, Houston, Chicago, Austin, 
New York, New Orleans) and at festivals including: Fantasy Festival (Miami), 
Florida Tango Festival (Ft Lauderdale), Red Carpet Tango (Las Vegas), One 
City Tango Marathon (Newport News, VA), USF Festival (Tampa), Tango Gypsy 
Marathon (Detroit),the Honolulu Tango Marathon (Honolulu),Tampa 
Festathon,Crown Jewel Tango Festivalito among others... 
He currently organizes the biggest festival in Florida (Miami Sunshine Tango 
Festival), and also teaches, DJ’s and organizes two milongas in Miami, 
including one of the longest-running weekly milongas in South Florida. 
“I want to re-create the excitement of why people in the old days were so 
 
crazy to dance this music.” - Mariano Bejarano 
 
 
ROD RELUCIO TANGO DJ 
 
Rod Relucio based in Chicago - known more as a Teacher/Dancer, is gaining recognition as a Djay around the 
U.S. and abroad. He creates a playlist that causes waves of emotion and energy, keeping the dancers 
engaged through the night. Rod strives to create a musical atmosphere that inspires dancers and connects 
with them on emotional level. This year, he has djay'd at the 2019 SoCal Tango Championship, Salt Lake City 
Tango Festival, New Orleans Tango Festival, Windy City Tango Festival, Tango on the Rocks Festival, Tango 
Maya Fest. You can hear him monthly in Chicago at the 312 milonga, as well as Pizpireta milonga. 
 
	


